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Abstract 

The specification of optomechatronic systems dedicated to the precise positioning of nanofocusing optics have 
been granted with ever stricter requirements, as light sources and experimental stations worldwide upgrade to 
new generation arrangements. Tighter design tolerances, especially to the supporting mechanics of reflective X-
ray optics layouts such as Kirkpatrick-Baez mirror systems (KB sets), are required for many nanoprobe stations 
at Sirius [1,2], the new facility from the Brazilian Synchrotron Light Laboratory. At Sirius most advanced end-
stations, flexible and multi-technique experiment layouts, achieving maximum flux at nanometric focal spots, 
are a common demand. In this case, tolerances in fabrication, stability, and alignment are pushed to 
guaranteeing less than 10 nrad RMS angular stability, single-digit nanometer surface quality, and alignment error 
budget in the order of 10-100 micrometers, challenging not only the mechanical design, but also metrology limits 
and alignment algorithms during the assembly phases [3,4]. For solving this issue, an exactly-constrained 
realization for KB sets was built and sucessfully comissioned at sirius, granting ultra-stable nanofocusing at the 
first Sirius nanoprobe, TARUMÃ [5].  
 

    
Figure 1: KB Mirror set fully assembled inside vacuum chamber (left), during metrology-assisted alignment 
(middle), and inside closed vacuum chamber, mounted on granite base at the experimental station (right) 

 
Now, for the nanofocus KB system recently installed at MOGNO beamline, an end-station dedicated to micro 
and nano tomography experiments with hard x-rays (22-67 keV), where the full-field image resolution is limited 
by a 120x120 nm focus size, all these specifications were topped with extra requirements in thermal 
management and alignment degrees of freedom: in this new system, the KB mirrors are coated with multilayers 
in 2 side-by-side stripes, for increased flux and acceptance in their quasi-monochromatic x-ray energy 
bandwidths. Even being built upon previous and successully comissioned mirror system designs developed in-
house at Sirius [5,6], this novel KB system design demanded extra degrees of freedom with enough range for 
allowing mirror-to-mirror displacement between coated areas, and in-vacuum cooling for appropriate thermal 
management. This contribution discusses the specifications, design concept, alignment and validation aspects 
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of novel exactly-constrained peltier-cooled mirror stages with nanoradian-level performance, integrating an 
ultra-stable KB system for hard x-ray nanofocusing. The fully assembled KB system, shown in Figure 1, is currently 
in comissioning phase at the beamline, where early comissioning results may also be presented. 
 

Specifications 

Although remarkably ambitious and promising for scientific opportunities, MOGNO’s KB set design came with  
exceptionally strict requirements in manufacturing, assembly, and positioning. This is clear from the short 
summary in Table 1, which includes the already comissioned KB system from TARUMÃ station [5], incoming 
MOGNO station, and forthcoming SAPOTI station. Although MOGNO KB specifications appears less stringent in 
pitch stability, the extended mirror size, the relatively short working distance, and the need for reaching long 
motion ranges to match different stripes in both mirrors, offered a great engineering challenge to combine 
volume restrictions with sample-to-optics stability. 
 

TABLE 1. Short specs for latest Sirius KB sets. 

KB set 
Focus 
size 

Depth of 
Focus 

Max. 
Length 

Working 
Distance 

Grazing 
Angle 

Pitch 
stability 

Surface 
Error 

# stripes 

TARUMÃ 120 nm 80 µm 210 mm 450 mm 3.9 mrad <10 nrad < 1 nm 1 

MOGNO 100 nm 20 µm 450 mm 175 mm 3.8 mrad <8 nrad < 1 nm 2 

SAPOTI 35 nm 5 µm 390 mm 55 mm 3.9 mrad <4 nrad < 1 nm 1 

 

Concept and Design 

This implementation followed a deterministic design for passive high-stability performance. As in [5] and [6], the 
concept relies in maximizing the suspension frequency of both vertical and horizontal focusing mirrors (VFM and 
HFM) with respect to a single reference frame, directly shared with the sample stage or used as a metrology 
reference for it when sufficiently stiff interfaces are not available.  
In this concept, the goal is reducing the sensitivity to common mechanical disturbances by coupling sample and 
optics in high suspension modes, which, together with proper management of vibrational disturbances, allows 
for reducing displacement errors to a few nanometers. As illustrated in Figure 2 schematics, at MOGNO 
nanostation this reference frame is the Bottom Granite of the experimental bench itself.  
 

  
FIGURE 2. Simplified mechanical schematic of the MOGNO Beamline Nano-CT station (left), and reduced 
drawings of experimental bench and KB set with internal mechanisms assembled in the vacuum vessel (right) 
 
Given the orthogonal nature of the KB set, error tolerances could be shared among both mirrors, and a optimal 
use of mounting tolerances, motion range, and actuator placement could be applied, avoiding unnecessary loss 
of support stiffness. Table 2 shows the position error budget for mounting and aligning each mirror to their 
references, following the same format of [3], and obtained by ray-tracing simulations in ShadowOui software 
[7]. For considering these tolerances, the first mirror seeing the beam (HFM) is referenced to the vessel and the 
base, and the second mirror seeing the beam (VFM) is referenced to the first mirror (HFM). The vessel, in turn, 
must be mounted and aligned with regards to the mirrors individual tolerances, considering sufficient precision 
to place both HFM and VFM mirror references inside the x-ray beampath in all viable alignment conditions. 
Given that component alignment at the beamline (i.e. with laser tracker) may be insufficient for placing the KB 
set within the tolerances listed in Table 2, the vessel base mechanisms are used as a long-stroke motion for 
aligning the mirrors on the x-ray beam, being the internal mechanisms responsible for the fine alignment of the 
mirrors in the most sensitive degrees of freedom. 



TABLE 2. MOGNO KB mounting and alignment tolerances 

DoF (beam on Z axis) Tx Ty Tz Rx Ry  Rz 

MOGNO - HFM 1 um 100 um 80 um >1000 urad 0.4 urad 50 urad 

MOGNO - VFM 100 um 40 um 100 um 1 urad >1000 urad 50 urad 

KB-SET (vac. vessel) 1 um 40 um >1000 um 400 urad* 400 urad* >200 urad 

 
In the same manner the stability tolerances, listed at Table 3 for each mirror and the vessel,  clarify the demand 
for a high stiffness chain between sample and mirrors, especially on the axes moving the vessel away from the 
x-ray beampath. When compared to the TARUMÃ station [5], the first to use this kind of KB system at Sirius, the 
experimental bench of MOGNO’s nano-CT station was too long for being fully coupled to the KB optics and 
having shared actuators moving the whole bench with regards to the x-ray beam. In this sense, the alignment 
and stability tolerances of the KB vessel became less forgiving than the previous version: in this case, stability 
tolerances for the vessel are defined by the thighter tolerance for each mirror inside. 

 
TABLE 3. MOGNO KB stability tolerances (with regards to the x-ray beam) 

DoF (beam on Z axis) Tx Ty Tz Rx Ry  Rz 

MOGNO - HFM 20 nm --- 1 um --- 8 nrad 4 urad 

MOGNO - VFM --- 10 nm 2 um 20 nrad --- 4 urad 

KB-SET (vac. vessel) 20 nm 10 um 1 um 20 nrad 8 nrad 4 urad 

 
In this sense, the design for the granite base included a 3-DoF granite stage with all motions in the horizontal 
plane (X, Z, and Ry), carrying a 3-DoF stage with the remaining motions (Rx, Rz, and Y) for moving the vacuum 
vessel. Inside the vessel, the HFM mechanism was equipped with 1 DOF in pitch angle, where the mirror position 
was exactly-constrained by one piezo-actuator and 5 reinforced struts, and the horizontal struts arranged to 
place the rotation axis (HFM-Ry or pitch angle) on the mirror surface. Being the HFM the first mirror to 
monochromatize X-rays, it absorbs most of the beam power (about 200 mW in MOGNO beamline optics design 
acceptance). Hence, with the goal of preventing thermal drifts on the mirror mechanism, a peltier cooler was 
added outside vacuum, connected by a coldfinger passing through and copper braids to the internal mechanics. 
Being outside vacuum, the peltier cold source could be either  may be replaced by natural air convection, which 
could be beneficial for cases where flow-induced vibrations could impair stability beyond specified tolerances.  
The VFM mechanism in turn, had more relaxed stability tolerances and was equipped with 3 DOFs: roll, pitch, 
and diagonal translation, allowing a 45 degree linear travel between the points where VFM and HFM coating 
stripes would match in space. The shared error tolerances also authorized parasitic motions both in the VFM 
position and in the entire vacuum chamber as well. This mechanism placement simultaneously granted the 11 
mm diagonal travel between stripes, and 2 mrad angular ranges being: a precise and pure roll motion (VFM-Rz), 
and pitch (VFM-Rx) and vertical (VFM-Ty) travels with allowed 1:1 parasitic motions. This forgiveness for the 
pitch and vertical degrees of freedom is due to tolerances that are >100x more relaxed (VFM Ry and Tx, 
respectively) then their orthogonal pairs (VFM Rx and Ty respectively). Both mechanisms used PI N-470.22UY 
Piezo Mike actuators, being the VFM mechanics equipped with constant-force springs used as gravity 
compensators for the mechanism weight, which also holds the VFM upside down for volume constraint reasons. 
Figure 3 shows both VFM and HFM stages with main elements in detail, depicting the cooling setup for the HFM:  
 

  
FIGURE 3. Mechanisms for VFM (a) and HFM (b) mirrors, highlighting embedded flexures in frames, reinforced 
flexural struts, folded leaf-springs, piezo actuators, and encoder sensors, VFM gravity compensators, and detail 

for cooling parts on the HFM assembly (c)  



VFM stage Motion Kinematics 

As previously stated, the motion kinematics for the HFM stage was more conventional to Sirius’s standards, with 
a similar arrangement seen in [6]. On the other hand, with the demand for more degrees of freedom and longer 
translation range, the VFM mechanism had to take advantage of the relatively large error tolerances between 
orthogonal axes. This way, the two most sensitive motions with regards to the mirror center (normal translation, 
Ty, and pitch angle, Rx) would have parasitic motions on the less sensitive motion axes (in-plane translation, Tx, 
and yaw angle, Ry). The perpendicularity between mirrors (roll angle, Rz) could be adjusted in a quasi-pure 
motion, with a small parasitic error in Tx. Table 3 summarizes the parasitic error motions for every coordinated 
actuation axis on the VFM stage, considered after all coordinated corrections: 
 

TABLE 4. Parasitic error motions when driving VFM stage 

coordinated act. Axis Tx Ty Tz Rx Ry  Rz 

VFM - Rx (1-cos(Rx)) 0 -sin(Rx) --- 1 0 

VFM - Ty -1 --- 0 0 0 0 

VFM - Rz sin(Rz)/√2 0 0 0 0 --- 

 
From preliminary tests, the minimum actuation motion could reach about 100 nrad in angular motions, and 
about 20 nm in linear motion. Figure 4 shows the minimum step motions reached for the 3 piezo actuators on 
the VFM stage when actuated individually and when coordinated to form motions around the mechanism 
reference or around the VFM reference. 
 

 
FIGURE 4. minimum step motions reached for VFM stage when driving actuators individually (left), and position 
observations when translated to the mechanism plane – rotated 45 degrees with regards to vessel’s horizontal 

plane (middle), and to the mirror reference – oriented with the vessel (right)  
 

HFM stage Thermal Management 

With most of the motion complexity reduced to the VFM mechanism, the HFM mechanism design focused on 
guaranteeing proper thermal management, given that the HFM absorbs most of the x-ray beam power during 
normal operation.  
 

  
 FIGURE 5. Thermal control scheme for the HFM mirror Peltier cooling (left), and simulated angular 

displacement (middle) and angular speed (right) due to thermal drifts of HFM mirror 



Since the HFM alignment and stability tolerances were even more strict than the VFM tolerances, the challenge 
was to stabilize motion drifts within the 400 nrad misalignment tolerance, and avoiding thermal drifts above the 
stability tolerance of 8nrad. If considered for a full tomography experiment (assumed as typically 1 to 100 
seconds), this stability tolerance sets a maximum angular speed limit of 0.1 nrad/s on the worse case scenario. 
Figure 5 shows the simulation results for the thermal variations of the HFM mechanism when including a 200 
mW power step on the mirror substrate, representing the x-ray beam input. For minimizing drifts on the 
mechanism, the temperature of the mirror support is controlled, and extracted via copper braids to the peltier 
outside the vacuum vessel. At the current design, whithout heaters for local thermal compensation on the 
support frame or on the mirror, a residual motion still remains due to changing thermal gradients. On the other 
hand, this motion is seen by the encoders and may be compensated between tomographies even before the 
drift rate becomes acceptable (seen in Figure 5 as after 1 h operation). 
The thermal control scheme was tested for real operation conditions during the first days of x-ray beam 
commissioning, as seen in Figure 6 plots. At this measurement, taken during a full weekend after closing the 
beamline shutter, the support temperature stayed constant within ±50 mK, leaving the peltier to first heat up 
the mirror to replace the beam power, and starting a long cooldown cycle. This shows that the thermal control 
has some room for improvement, which is also clear by the large drift seen at the mirror encoder, about 3 times 
greater than the alignment tolerance.  
 

 
 FIGURE 6. HFM mechanism thermal stability obtained after closing beamline shutter, showing from left to 

right: support, mirror, and cold-finger temperatures, and position drift seen at the support encoder. 

 
For validating the position drift and the controller plant with the current model, a second test was performed, 
now driving a 1°C step on the setpoint for the mirror support temperature. The measurements seem to fit wel 
to the model (dashed lines) where a 9 nm drift was observed for 1°C variation on the support.  
 

 
 FIGURE 5. Thermal control scheme for the HFM mirror Peltier cooling (left), and simulated angular 

displacement (middle) and angular speed (right) due to thermal drifts of HFM mirror 
 

Further Upgrades 

Following the way to further optimization of this system, a better coordination between the internal and 
external actuators could take even better profit from shared alignment tolerances and increase the range for 
the focus Z correction (distance between mirrors along the Z axis): by properly coordinating between the VFM 
Rx and Ty rotations and the vessel Rx rotations, given by the granite base levelers shown at the picture on the 
right of Figure 1, one could provide a long-range mirror-to-mirror Z motion by using the parasitic motion on the 
VFM-Rx axis. Another possible upgrade of this system may be the addition of metrology system between the KB 
top granite and sample top granite, as a way to mitigating possible long-term drifts due to thermal effects. From 
the results obtained so far, the thermal management also has room for improvement, and as both other project 
upgrades aforementioned, is under evaluation according to future commissioning results. 



 

Conclusions 

In this work, we present the development and characterization of a 4DOF exactly constrained KB set for hard X-
ray nanofocusing at the MOGNO beamline at Sirius. The system presented is the second exactly-constrained KB 
set designed and assembled for Sirius, presenting higher complexity and increased functionality regarding the 
first project. The offline characterizations show results aligned with the expected values and validate the design 
decisions. The system is installed in the beamline, and the final performance results for focus size and short and 
long stability will be presented in future work. 
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